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Abstract (en)
[origin: EP0258594A1] 1. A clamping device for removing bearing rings from wheel flange hubs and having, adapted for movement relatively to each
other by engagement of screwthreads, two clamping jaws (4, 5) which are provided with recesses disposed opposite each other in a common plane,
the two clamping jaws (4, 5) being form-lockingly guided on two parallel guide rails (6, 7) on which there is a further transverse member (8), one
clamping jaw (5) being capable of being pressed by a screwthreaded spindle (24) seated in a screwthreaded bore (25) in the cross-member (8) and
against the other clamping jaw (4) which is fixed on the guide members by screwed joints, characterised in that the two clamping jaws (4, 5) consist
of plate-like members of identical thickness, provided in each case with at least approximately semi-circular cut-outs (17, 18), and in that the two
clamping jaws (4, 5) are disposed between two longitudinal members (6, 7) of identical thickness which are bolted at one end on the fixed clamping
jaw (4) and at the other end on the likewise equally thick cross-member (8) disposed between them, to form a flat plane clamping frame, and in that
the two longitudinal members (6, 7) are in each case form-lockingly connected by tongue-groove guides to the two clamping jaws (4, 5) and in that
for form-locking interchangeable insertion into the cut-outs (17, 18) in the clamping jaws (4, 5), pairwise identically constructed and substantially
semi-circular clamping shells (21, 22, 23, 23') are provided which have radially inwardly projecting profiled ribs (30) and/or gripper projections, which
can be connected to the clamping jaws (4, 5) by tongue-and-groove engagement (19, 20, 29).
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